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Results are reported from the first full-scale search for transient signals from exotic fields of
astrophysical origin using data from a newly constructed Earth-scale detector: the Global Network
of Optical Magnetometers for Exotic physics searches (GNOME). Data collected by the GNOME
consist of correlated measurements from optical atomic magnetometers located in laboratories all
over the world. GNOME data are searched for patterns of signals propagating through the network
consistent with exotic fields composed of ultralight bosons such as axion-like particles (ALPs).
Analysis of data from a continuous month-long operation of the GNOME finds no statistically
significant signals consistent with those expected due to encounters with topological defects (axion
domain walls), placing new experimental constraints on such dark matter scenarios.
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I. INTRODUCTION46

The nature of dark matter, an invisible substance com-47

prising over 80% of the mass of the universe [1–3], is one48

of the most profound mysteries of modern physics. Al-49

though evidence for the existence of dark matter comes50

from its gravitational interactions, unraveling its nature51

likely requires observing non-gravitational interactions52

between dark matter and ordinary matter [4]. One of53

the leading hypotheses is that dark matter consists of54

ultralight bosons such as axions [5–7] or axion-like par-55

ticles (ALPs) [8–10]. Axions and ALPs arise from spon-56

taneous symmetry breaking at an unknown energy scale57

fSB, which, along with their mass ma, determines many58

of their physical properties.59

ALPs can form stable, macroscopic field configurations60

in the form of topological defects [11–14] or composite61

objects bound together by self-interactions such as bo-62

son stars [15–17]. Such ALP field configurations could63

concentrate the dark matter density into many distinct,64

compact spatial regions that are small compared to the65

galaxy but much larger than the Earth. In such scenar-66

ios, Earth-bound detectors would only be able to measure67

signals associated with dark matter interactions on occa-68

sions when the Earth passes through such a dark-matter69

object. It turns out that there is a wide range of param-70

eter space, consistent with observations, for which such71

dark-matter objects can have the required size and abun-72

dance such that the characteristic time between encoun-73

ters could be on the order of one year or less [13, 17, 18].74

This opens up the possibility of searches with terrestrial75

detectors. Here we present the results of such a search for76

ALP domain walls, a class of topological defects which77

can form between regions of space with different vacua78

of an ALP field [11–14].179

Since ALPs can interact with atomic spins [4], the pas-80

sage of Earth through an ALP domain wall affects atomic81

spins similarly to a transient magnetic field pulse [13, 17].82

Considering a linear coupling between the ALP field gra-83

dient ∇a(r, t) and atomic spin S, the interaction Hamil-84

∗ Currently: University of Waterloo, Department of Physics and
Astronomy, N2L 3G1,Ontario, CA

† hemasiar@uni-mainz.de
‡ Currently: JILA, NIST and University of Colorado, and De-
partment of Physics, University of Colorado, Boulder Colorado
80309-0440, USA

§ Currently: Department of Physics, Harvard University, Cam-
bridge, MA 02138

¶ jsmiga@uni-mainz.de
1 A different type of bosonic field configuration is the Q-ball [19,
20] which is spherically symmetric having nearly constant field
magnitude in the bulk with a rapid fall off at the boundaries.
It is another possible dark matter candidate. We note that the
signal pattern produced in GNOME for sufficiently large Q-balls
with couplings to atomic spins can be similar to that of ALP
domain walls [17].

tonian can be written as85

H lin = −(~c)3/2
ξ

fSB

S

‖S‖ ·∇a(r, t) , (1)

where ~ is the reduced Planck’s constant, c is the speed86

of light, r is the position of the spin, t is the time, and87

fSB/ξ ≡ fint is the coupling constant in units of energy88

described with respect to the symmetry-breaking scale89

fSB [21], where ξ is unitless. In most theories, the cou-90

pling constants fint describing the interaction between91

Standard Model fermions and the ALP field are propor-92

tional to fSB; however, fint can differ between electrons,93

neutrons, and protons by model-dependent factors that94

can be significant in some cases [4, 8].95

In analogy with Eq. (1), the Zeeman Hamiltonian de-96

scribing the interaction of a magnetic field B with an97

atomic spin S can be written as98

HZ = −γS ·B , (2)

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio. Since Eqs. (1) and (2)99

have the same structure, the gradient of the ALP field100

can be treated as a pseudo-magnetic field. An important101

distinction between the ALP-spin interaction [Eq. (1)]102

and the Zeeman interaction [Eq. (2)] is that while γ tends103

to scale inversely with the fermion mass, no such scaling104

of the ALP-spin interaction is expected [4].105

The amplitude, direction, and duration of the pseudo-106

magnetic field pulse associated with the transit of the107

Earth through an ALP domain wall depends on many108

unknown parameters such as the energy density stored in109

the ALP field, the coupling constant fint, the thickness110

of the domain wall, and the relative velocity v between111

Earth and the domain wall. The dynamical parameters,112

such as the velocities of the dark matter objects, are ex-113

pected to randomly vary from encounter-to-encounter.114

We assume that they are described by the Standard Halo115

Model for virialized dark matter [22]. Furthermore, the116

abundance of domain walls in the galaxy is limited by117

physical constants, ma and fSB, as these determine the118

energy contained in the wall and the total energy of all119

domain walls is constrained by estimates of the local dark120

matter density [23]. The expected temporal form of the121

pseudo-magnetic field pulse can depend both on the the-122

oretical model describing the ALP domain wall as well as123

particular details of the terrestrial encounter such as the124

orientation of the Earth. The relationships between these125

parameters and characteristics of the pseudo-magnetic126

field pulses searched for in our analysis are discussed in127

Appendix A and Refs. [13, 17, 21].128

The Global Network of Optical Magnetometers for Ex-129

otic physics searches (GNOME) is a worldwide network130

searching for correlated signals heralding beyond-the-131

Standard-Model physics which currently consists of more132

than a dozen optical atomic magnetometers, with sta-133

tions in Europe, North America, Asia, the Middle East,134

and Australia. A schematic of a domain-wall encounter135

with the GNOME with stations used in this study is136
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Figure 1. (a) Visualization of an ALP domain wall crossing
the Earth. The red arrows indicate the position and sensitive
axes of the GNOME magnetometers during Science Run 2
(Sec. I). (b) Simulation of the signals expected to be observed
from a domain-wall crossing.

shown in Fig. 1. The measurements from the magne-137

tometers are recorded with data-acquisition systems, syn-138

chronized to the Global Positioning System (GPS) time,139

and uploaded to servers located in Mainz, Germany, and140

Daejeon, South Korea. Descriptions of the operational141

principles and characteristics of GNOME magnetome-142

ters are presented in Sec. IV and Ref. [24], details on143

the GNOME data acquisition system are discussed in144

Ref. [25] (see also Table I).145

The active field sensor at the heart of every GNOME146

magnetometer is an optically pumped and probed gas147

of alkali atoms. Magnetic fields are measured through148

variations in the Larmor spin precession of the optically149

polarized atoms. The vapor cells containing the alkali150

atoms are placed inside multi-layer magnetic shielding151

systems which reduce background magnetic noise by or-152

ders of magnitude [26] while retaining sensitivity to ex-153

otic spin-couplings between ALP dark matter and atomic154

nuclei.2 Since all GNOME magnetometers presently use155

atoms whose nuclei have a valence proton, the signal am-156

plitudes measured by the GNOME due to an ALP-spin157

interaction are proportional to the relative contribution158

of the proton spin to the nuclear spin (as discussed in159

Appendix B and Ref. [28]). This pattern of signal ampli-160

tudes [Eq. (1)] can be characterized by a pseudo-magnetic161

field Bj measured with sensor j:162

Bj =
σjηj
gF,j

Bp , (3)

where163

Bp(r, t) = (~c)
3/2 2ξ

µBfSB
∇a(r, t) (4)

is the normalized pseudo-magnetic field describing the164

effect of the ALP domain wall on proton spins and µB165

is the Bohr magneton. The ratio between the Landé g-166

factor and the effective proton spin (gF,j/σj) accounts for167

the specific proton-spin coupling in the respective sensor.168

This ratio depends on the atomic and nuclear structure169

as well as details of the magnetometry scheme, see Ap-170

pendix B. Since each GNOME magnetometer measures171

the projection of the field along a particular sensitive172

axis, the factor ηj is introduced to account for the direc-173

tional sensitivity. This factor, given by the cosine of the174

angle between Bp and the sensitive axes, takes on values175

between ±1.176

In spite of the unknown properties of a particular177

terrestrial encounter with an ALP domain wall, the178

GNOME would measure a recognizable global pattern179

of the associated pseudo-magnetic field pulse amplitudes180

described by Eq. (3), as illustrated in Fig. 1b. The as-181

sociated pseudo-magnetic field pulses would point along182

a common axis, have the same duration, and exhibit a183

characteristic timing pattern. The data-analysis algo-184

rithm used in the present work to search for ALP domain185

walls is described in Sec. IV and Ref. [29]. The algo-186

rithm searches for a characteristic signal pattern across187

the GNOME having properties consistent with passage188

of the Earth through an ALP domain wall. Separate189

analyses to search for transient oscillatory signals associ-190

ated with boson stars [17] and bursts of exotic low-mass191

fields (ELFs) from cataclysmic astrophysical events [30]192

are presently underway.193

Here we report the first results of a dark matter search194

with the GNOME: a search for transient couplings of195

2 Signals due to ALP interactions with electron spins can be coun-
teracted by effects from interaction between the ALP field and
electron spins in the magnetic shielding material [27].
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atomic spins to macroscopic dark-matter objects, and196

therefore demonstrate the ability of the GNOME to ex-197

plore parameter space previously unconstrained by direct198

laboratory experiments. Searches for macroscopic dark-199

matter objects based on similar ideas were carried out200

using atomic clock networks [18, 31–33], and there are a201

number of experimental proposals utilizing other sensor202

networks [34–38]. All of these networks are sensitive to203

bosonic dark matter with a scalar coupling to Standard204

Model particles [4]. The GNOME is sensitive to a differ-205

ent class of dark matter: bosons with pseudoscalar cou-206

plings to Standard Model particles. Pseudoscalar bosonic207

dark matter generally produces no observable effects in208

clock networks [4] but does couple to atomic spins via the209

interaction described by Eq. (1). Thus the GNOME is210

sensitive to a distinct, so far mostly unconstrained, class211

of interactions as compared to other sensor networks.212

II. RESULTS213

There have been four GNOME Science Runs between214

2017 and 2020 as discussed in Sec. IV. Here we analyze215

the data from Science Run 2, which had comparatively216

good overall noise characteristics and consistent network217

operation (as seen in Fig. 5). Nine magnetometers took218

part in Science Run 2 that spanned from 29 November219

2017 to 22 December 2017. The characteristics of the220

magnetometers are summarized in Table I.221

Before the data are searched for evidence of domain-222

wall signatures, they are preprocessed by applying a223

rolling average, high-pass filters, and notch filters to the224

raw data. The averaging enhances the signal-to-noise ra-225

tio for certain pulse durations, avoids complications aris-226

ing from different magnetometers having different band-227

widths, and reduces the amount of data to be analyzed.228

The high-pass and notch filters reduce the effects of long-229

term drifts and noisy frequency bands. We refer to the fil-230

tered and rolling-averaged data set as the “search data.”231

The search data are examined for evidence of collective232

signal patterns corresponding to planes with uniform,233

non-zero thickness, crossing Earth at constant veloci-234

ties. The imprinted pattern of amplitudes depends on the235

domain-wall crossing velocity [29]. As noted in Sec. I, we236

assume that the domain-wall-velocity probability density237

function follows the Standard Halo Model for virialized238

dark matter. The signature of a domain-wall crossing239

the magnetometer network depends on the perpendicu-240

lar component to the domain-wall plane of the relative241

velocity between the Earth and the domain wall, v⊥. A242

lattice of points in velocity space is constructed such that243

the search algorithm covers 97.5% of the velocity proba-244

bility density function. The algorithm scans over the ve-245

locity lattice and, for every velocity, the data from each246

magnetometer are appropriately time-shifted so that the247

signals in different magnetometers from a hypothetical248

domain-wall crossing with the given velocity occur at the249

same time. For each velocity and at each measurement250

time, the amplitudes measured by each magnetometer251

are fit to the ALP domain-wall crossing model described252

in Ref. [29]. As a result, estimations for signal magnitude253

and domain-wall direction, along with associated uncer-254

tainties, are obtained for each measurement time and all255

lattice velocities. The magnitude-to-uncertainty ratio of256

an event is given by the ratio between the signal magni-257

tude and its associated uncertainty.258

The search algorithm uses two different tests to eval-259

uate if a given event is likely to have been produced260

by an ALP domain-wall-crossing: a domain-wall model261

test and a directional-consistency test [29]. The domain-262

wall model test evaluates whether the event amplitudes263

measured by the GNOME magnetometers match the sig-264

nal amplitudes predicted by the ALP domain-wall cross-265

ing model, and is quantified by the p-value as discussed266

in Sec. IV and Ref. [29]. The directional-consistency267

test checks the agreement between the direction of the268

scanned velocity and the estimated domain wall direc-269

tion, and is quantified by the angle between the two di-270

rections normalized by the angle between adjacent lattice271

velocities.272

In order to evaluate the detection probability of the273

search algorithm, a well-characterized data set that in-274

cludes domain-wall-crossing signals with known proper-275

ties is required. For this purpose, we generate a back-276

ground data set by randomly time-shuffling the search277

data so that the relative timing of measurements from278

different GNOME stations is shifted by amounts so large279

that no true-positive events could occur. By repeating280

the process of time shuffling, the length of the back-281

ground data can be made to far exceed the search data.282

This method is used to generate background data with283

noise characteristics closely reproducing those of the284

search data [39]. A set of pseudo-magnetic field pulses285

matching the expected amplitude and timing pattern286

produced by the passages of Earth through ALP domain287

walls are inserted into the background data to create the288

test data. The test data are used to evaluate the true-289

positive probability for the search algorithm for different290

thresholds on the p-value and the normalized angular dif-291

ference. The detection probability as a function of the292

thresholds is studied in order to find a combination of293

thresholds that ensures the detection of 97.5% of the in-294

serted domain walls (see Sec. IV and Fig. 6). This results295

in an overall detection efficiency ǫ ≥ 95% for the search296

algorithm, considering both the incomplete velocity lat-297

tice coverage and the detection probability.298

The search data are analyzed for domain-wall encoun-299

ters using the algorithm presented in Ref. [29]. The300

cumulative distribution of candidate events as a func-301

tion of their magnitude-to-uncertainty ratio is shown as302

a solid green line in Fig. 2. The background data are303

analyzed in the same way as the search data to estimate304

the expected number of background events during Sci-305

ence Run 2. Time-shuffling is used to create 10.7 years306

of background data. The number of candidate events307

measured in the background data re-scaled to the dura-308
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Figure 2. The blue dashed line represents the number events
expected from the background in the twenty-three days of
data from Science Run 2. 10.7 years of time-shuffled data are
used to evaluate the background. The solid green line repre-
sents the number of events measured in Science Run 2. The
red crosses indicate at which magnitude-to-uncertainty ratio
new events are found. The upper axis indicates the statis-
tical significance in units of Gaussian standard deviations of
finding one event in the search data. The event with greatest
magnitude-to-uncertainty ratio is found at 12.6.

tion of Science Run 2 is shown as a dashed blue line in309

Fig. 2. The significance of a candidate event in the search310

data is given by the probability of detecting one or more311

background events at a magnitude-to-uncertainty ratio312

above that of the candidate event [see Eq. (10)]. The313

probability of finding a number of candidate events in314

the background data follows Poisson statistics.315

The candidate event in the search data with the largest316

magnitude-to-uncertainty ratio (= 12.6) had a signifi-317

cance of less than one sigma. Therefore, we find no ev-318

idence of an ALP domain-wall crossing during Science319

Run 2.320

In order to evaluate the domain-wall characteristics ex-321

cluded by this result, the observable domain-wall cross-322

ing parameters above 12.6 magnitude-to-uncertainty ra-323

tio during Science Run 2 are determined. The GNOME324

has nonuniform directional sensitivity [29]; we conserva-325

tively estimate the network sensitivity assuming the do-326

main wall comes from the least-sensitive direction. Fig-327

ure 3 shows the active time T̃ (∆t,B′
p), i.e., how long328

the network was sensitive to domain-walls as a function329

of pseudo-magnetic field-pulse-magnitude sensitivity, B′
p,330

and pulse duration, ∆t. A signal with pseudo-magnetic331

field magnitude Bp produces a magnitude-to-uncertainty332

ratio of ζ = Bp/B′
p. The characteristic shape of the sen-333

sitive region is a result of the filtering and averaging of334

the raw data as described in Sec. IV. Averaging reduces335

the sensitivity of the search data to short pulse durations336

and high-pass filtering suppresses sensitivity for long ∆t.337

The GNOME sensitivity varies in time as the number of338

active GNOME magnetometers recording data and their339

background noise change. The active time, T̃ (∆t,B′
p),340
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Figure 3. Amount of time T̃ that the GNOME is sensitive
to domain walls with a given duration ∆t and normalized
pseudo-magnetic field magnitude sensitivity B′

p throughout
Science Run 2, the magnitude of an event needed to induce
a signal with a magnitude-to-uncertainty ratio of one [see
Eq. (11)]. Only the worst-case direction is considered. The
plot assumes the parameters of the analysis: 20 s averaging
time, 1.67 mHz first-order zero-phase Butterworth filter, and
50 Hz and 60 Hz zero-phase notch filters with a Q-factor of 60.

can be used to constrain ALP domain-wall parameter341

space as discussed in Appendix A.342

If one assumes a probability distribution for the num-343

ber of domain-wall encounters, an upper bound on the344

rate RC of such encounters can be calculated with a con-345

fidence level C. We assume a Poisson probability dis-346

tribution for the domain-wall crossings. Since the ex-347

cess number of events in the search data as compared348

to the background data was not statistically significant,349

the upper bound on the observable rate is given by the350

probability of measuring no events during the effective351

time [40]. Note that since T̃ depends on the parameters352

of the domain-wall crossing, our constraint on the ob-353

served rate depends on the ALP properties. We choose354

the confidence level to be C = 90%.355

III. DISCUSSION356

The analysis of the GNOME data did not find any sta-357

tistically significant excess of events above background358

during Science Run 2 that could point to the existence359

of ALP domain walls, as seen in Fig. 2. The expected360

rate of domain-wall encounters, r, depends on the ALP361

mass, ma, the domain-wall energy density in the Milky362

Way, ρDW, the typical relative domain-wall speed v̄ given363

by the Standard Halo Model, and the symmetry break-364

ing scale, fSB. The region of parameter space to which365

GNOME is sensitive is defined by the ALP parameters366

expected to produce signals above 12.6 magnitude-to-367

uncertainty ratio with rates r ≥ R90% during Science368
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Run 2 (see Fig. 3). Based on the null result of our search,369

the sensitive region is interpreted as excluded ALP pa-370

rameter space.371

The ALP parameters and the phenomenological pa-372

rameters describing the ALP domain walls in our galaxy,373

namely the thickness ∆x, the surface tension or energy374

per unit area σDW, and the average separation L̄ can be375

related through the ALP domain wall model described376

in Refs. [13, 21]. A full derivation of how observable377

parameters are related to ALP parameters is given in378

Appendix A and summarized below.379

The domain-wall thickness is determined by the ALP380

mass, and is on the order of the ALP reduced Compton381

wavelength λa [21],382

∆x ≈ 2
√

2λa = 2
√

2
~

mac
. (5)

The constant prefactor of 2
√

2 is obtained by approxi-383

mating the spatial profile of the field-gradient magnitude384

as a Lorentzian and defining the thickness as full width at385

half maximum. For a given relative velocity component386

perpendicular to the domain wall v⊥, the signal duration387

is388

∆t =
∆x

v⊥
∝ m−1

a . (6)

We assume that domain walls comprise the dominant389

component of dark matter. Thus with the energy density390

ρDW ≈ 0.4 GeV/cm3 in the Milky Way [23], the energy391

per unit area (surface tension) in a domain wall, σDW,392

determines the average separation between domain walls,393

L̄. The surface tension σDW is related to the symmetry394

breaking scale [13],395

σDW =
8

~2
maf

2
SB . (7)

The average domain-wall separation is then approxi-396

mated by397

L̄ ≈ σDW

ρDW
=

8

~2

maf
2
SB

ρDW
, (8)

which results in the average domain-wall encounter rate,398

r = v̄/L̄ ∝
(

maf
2
SB

)−1
. (9)

The colored region in Fig. 4a describes the symmetry399

breaking scales up to which GNOME was sensitive with400

90% confidence (as detailed in Appendix A). The param-401

eter space is spanned by ALP mass, maximum symme-402

try breaking scale, and ratio between symmetry breaking403

scale and coupling constant. The shape of the sensitive404

area shown in Fig. 4a is determined by the event with the405

largest magnitude-to-uncertainty and the characteristics406

of the preprocessing applied to the raw data.407

Figure 4b shows various cross-sections of Fig. 4a for408

different ratios between the symmetry breaking scale and409

the coupling constant indicated by the dashed lines. The410

upper bound of fSB that can be observed by the net-411

work is shown in Fig. 4b for different ratios ξ ≡ fSB/fint.412

Because Bp ∝ ma [see Eq. (A.10)], there is a sharp413

cut-off for low ALP mass where the corresponding field414

magnitude falls below the network sensitivity. Even415

though Bp increases for large ma, the mean rate of416

domain-wall encounters decreases with increasing mass417

[see Eqs. (8) and (9)]. Correspondingly, the upper limit418

for the symmetry-breaking scale fSB is ∝ 1/
√
ma. Given419

that no events were found, the sensitive region of ALP-420

domain-wall parameter space during Science Run 2 can421

be excluded.422

Our experiment explores ALP parameter space up to423

fint ∼ 3×105 GeV (see Fig. 4). This goes beyond that ex-424

cluded by previous direct laboratory experiments search-425

ing for ALP-mediated exotic pseudoscalar interactions426

between protons which have shown that fint & 300 GeV427

over the ALP mass range probed by the GNOME [41].428

Although astrophysical observations suggest that fint &429

2 × 108 GeV, there are a variety of scenarios in which430

such astrophysical constraints can be evaded [42, 43].431

Future work of the GNOME collaboration will focus432

both on upgrades to our experimental apparatus and433

new data-analysis strategies. One of our key goals is434

to improve overall reliability and the duration of con-435

tinuous operation of GNOME magnetometers3. Addi-436

tionally, magnetometers varied in their bandwidths and437

reliability, and stability of their calibration. These chal-438

lenges were addressed in Science Run 4 through a va-439

riety of magnetometer upgrades and instituting daily440

worldwide test and calibration pulse sequences. How-441

ever GNOME suffered disruptions due to the worldwide442

COVID-19 pandemic. We plan to carry out Science443

Run 5 in 2021 to take full advantage of the improve-444

ments. Furthermore, by upgrading to noble-gas-based445

comagnetometers [44, 45] for future science runs (Ad-446

vanced GNOME), we expect to significantly improve the447

sensitivity to ALP domain walls. Additionally, GNOME448

data can be searched for other signatures of physics be-449

yond the Standard Model such as boson stars [17], relax-450

ion halos [46], and bursts of exotic low-mass fields from451

black-hole mergers [30]. In terms of the data-analysis al-452

gorithm used to search for ALP domain walls, in future453

work we aim to improve the efficiency of the scan over the454

velocity lattice. The number of points in the velocity lat-455

tice to reliably cover a fixed fraction (e.g., 97.5%) of the456

ALP velocity probability distribution grows as (∆t)
−3

457

[where ∆t is given by Eq. (6)]. This makes the algo-458

rithm computationally intensive. We are investigating459

a variety of new analysis approaches, such as machine-460

learning-based algorithms, to address these issues.461

3 The intermittent operation of some magnetometers due to techni-
cal difficulties during Science Runs 1-3 made it difficult to search
for signals persisting & 1 hour.
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Figure 4. Parameter space of the ALP constrained by the presented analysis of Science Run 2 with 90% confidence level (see
Sec. II). The relationship between ALP theory parameters and measured quantities are discussed in Sec. III and Appendix A.
(a) In color, upper bound on the the interaction scale, fint, to which the GNOME was sensitive as a function of ma and the ratio
ξ ≡ fSB/fint. (b) Cross-sections of the excluded parameter volume in (a) for different ratios ξ represented by the corresponding
dashed lines of the matching color in (a).

IV. METHODS462

The GNOME consists of over a dozen optical atomic463

magnetometers, each enclosed within a multi-layer mag-464

netic shield, distributed around the world [26]. GNOME465

magnetometers are based on a variety of different atomic466

species, optical transitions, and measurement techniques:467

some are frequency- or amplitude-modulated nonlinear468

magneto-optical rotation magnetometers (NMOR) [47,469

48], some are rf-driven optical magnetometers [24], while470

others are spin-exchange-relaxation-free magnetometers471

(SERF) [49]. A detailed description and characterization472

of six GNOME magnetometers is given in Ref. [24]. A473

summary of the properties of the GNOME magnetome-474

ters active during Science Run 2 is presented in Table I.475

Each GNOME station is equipped with auxiliary476

sensors, including accelerometers, gyroscopes, and un-477

shielded magnetometers, to measure local perturbations478

that could mimic a dark matter signal. Suspicious data479

are flagged [24] and discarded during the analysis.480

The number of active GNOME magnetometers during481

the four Science Runs and the combined network noise as482

defined in Ref. [29] is shown as a function of time in Fig. 5.483

The data in Science Run 4, although they extended for a484

longer period of time, featured poorer noise characteris-485

tics and consistency of operation to Science Run 2. Since486

many GNOME stations underwent upgrades in 2018 and487

2019, further characterization of Science Run 4 data is488

needed, and results will be presented in future work.489

Here we provide more details on the analysis proce-490

dure discussed in Sec. II. It is composed of three stages to491

identify events likely to be produced by ALP domain-wall492

crossings: preprocessing, velocity scanning, and post-493

selection [29]. First, in the preprocessing stage, a rolling494

average and filters are applied to the GNOME magne-495

tometer raw data which are originally recorded by the496

GPS-synchronized data-acquisition system at a rate of497

512 samples/s [25]. The rolling average is characterized498

by a 20 s time constant. Noisy frequency bands are sup-499

pressed using a first-order Butterworth high-pass filter at500

1.67 mHz together with the notch filters corresponding501

to 50 Hz and 60 Hz power line frequencies with a quality502

factor of 60. These filters are applied forward and back-503

ward to remove phase effects. This limits the observable504

pulse properties to a frequency region to which all mag-505

netometers are sensitive. Additionally, it guarantees that506

the duration of the signal is the same in all sensors. We507

note that these filter settings may be changed in future508

analysis.509

The local standard deviation around each point in510

the magnetometer’s data is determined using an itera-511

tive process. Outliers are discarded until the standard512

deviation of the data in the segment converges. The513

local standard deviation is calculated taking 100 down-514

sampled points around each data point.515

Additionally, auxiliary measurements have shown that516

the calibration factors used by each magnetometer to517

convert raw data into magnetic field units experience518

change over time due to, for example, changes in the en-519

vironmental conditions. Upper limits on the calibration520

factor errors due to such drifts over the course of Science521

Run 2 have been evaluated and are listed in Table I. Cali-522

bration factor errors result in magnetic field measurement523

errors proportional to the magnetic field Bj . The uncer-524

tainty resulting from the calibration error is later used to525

determine agreement with the domain-wall model, but526

not in the magnitude-to-uncertainty ratio estimate re-527

sulting from the model, since the calibration error affects528
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Figure 5. Summary of the GNOME performance during the four Science Runs from 2017 to 2020. The raw magnetometer data
are averaged for 20 s and their standard deviation is calculated over a minimum of one and a maximum of two hours segments
depending on the availability of continuous data segments. For each binned point, the combined network noise considering
the worse case domain-wall crossing direction is evaluated as defined in Ref. [29]. (a) One-day rolling average of the number
of active sensors. (b) Multi-colored solid line represents the one-day rolling average of the combined network noise and the
multi-colored dashes show the noise of the individual sampled segments. The data are preprocessed with the same filters used
for the analysis. The number of magnetometers active is indicated by the color of the line and dashes.

Table I. Characteristics of the magnetometers active during Science Run 2 (see, e.g., Fig. 5). The station name, location in
longitude and latitude, orientation of the sensitive axis, type of magnetometer (NMOR [47, 48], rf-driven [24], or SERF [49]),
and probed transition are listed. The bandwidth indicates the measured -3 dB point of the magnetometers’ frequency response
to oscillating magnetic fields. The calibration error takes into account potential temporal variation of the magnetometers’
calibration over the course of Science Run 2, and is estimated based on auxiliary measurements. The rightmost column lists
the estimated ratio between the effective proton spin polarization and the Landé g-factor for the magnetometer, σp/g, which
depends on the atomic species and the magnetometry scheme as described in Appendix B. The σp/g value is used to relate
the measured magnetic field to the signal expected from the interaction of an ALP field with proton spins. The indicated
uncertainty describes the range of values from different theoretical calculations [28].

Location Orientation
Station Longitude Latitude Az Alt Type Probed transition Bandwidth Cal. Error σp/g

Beijing 116.1868° E 40.2457° N +251° 0° NMOR 133Cs D2 F=4 115 Hz 20% −0.39+0.19
−0.00

Berkeley 122.2570° W 37.8723° N 0° +90° NMOR 133Cs D2 F=4 7 Hz 40% −0.39+0.19
−0.00

Daejeon 127.3987° E 36.3909° N 0° +90° NMOR 133Cs D2 F=4 10 Hz 20% −0.39+0.19
−0.00

Fribourg 7.1581° E 46.7930° N +190° 0° rf-driven 133Cs D1 F=4 94 Hz 5% −0.39+0.19
−0.00

Hayward 122.0539° W 37.6564° N 0° −90° NMOR 85Rb D2 F=3 37 Hz 5% −0.36+0.05
−0.00

Hefei 117.2526° E 31.8429° N +90° 0° SERF 85Rb & 87Rb D1 127 Hz 5% −0.38+0.05
−0.00

Krakow 19.9048° E 50.0289° N +45° 0° NMOR 87Rb D1 F=2 3 Hz 20% 0.50+0.00
−0.11

Lewisburg 76.8825° W 40.9557° N 0° +90° SERF 87Rb D2 200 Hz 10% 0.70+0.00
−0.15

Mainz 8.2354° E 49.9915° N 0° −90° NMOR 87Rb D2 F=2 99 Hz 2% 0.50+0.00
−0.11

signal and noise in the same way.529

Second, in the velocity-scanning stage, the data from530

the individual magnetometers are time-shifted according531

to different relative velocities between Earth and the ALP532

domain walls. In order to sample 97.5% of the velocity533

probability distribution, a scan of the speeds from 53.7534

to 770 km/s with directions covering the full 4π solid535

angle is chosen. Note that this distribution considers just536

the observable perpendicular component of the relative537

domain-wall velocity and neglects the orbital motion of538

the Earth around the Sun. For low relative velocities,539

both the time between signals at different magnetometers540
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as well as the signal duration diverge. So the velocity541

range is determined by the chosen 97.5% coverage and542

the maximum relative speed of domain walls travelling543

at the galactic escape speed.544

The corresponding time-shifted data along with their545

local standard deviation estimate are fetched from each546

magnetometer’s rolling averaged full-rate data at a rate547

of 0.1 samples/s. This reduces the amount of data to548

process, while keeping the full timing resolution.549

The step size used in the speed scan is chosen so that550

a single step in speed corresponds to time-shift differ-551

ences of less than the down-sampled sampling period.552

For each speed, a lattice of directions covering the full553

4π solid angle is constructed. The angular difference be-554

tween adjacent directions is informed by sampling rate555

and speed [29] such that, as for the speed scan, a single556

step in direction results in time-shift differences of less557

than the down-sampled sampling period. With the set-558

tings used, the velocity-scanning lattice consists of 1661559

points. This number scales with the down-sampled sam-560

pling rate cubed.561

After time-shifting, the pulses produced by a domain-562

wall crossing appear simultaneously as if all the magne-563

tometers were placed at the Earth’s center. This process564

results in a time-shifted data set for each lattice veloc-565

ity on which for each time point a χ2-minimization is566

performed to estimate the domain-wall parameters. An567

ALP domain-wall-crossing direction and magnitude, Bp,568

with the corresponding p-value quantifying the agree-569

ment is obtained. The p-value is evaluated as the prob-570

ability of obtaining the given χ2 value or higher from571

the χ2-minimization. The p-value is calculated using the572

quadrature sum of the standard deviation of the data and573

the uncertainty due to drifts of the calibration factors.574

All data points in every time-shifted data set are consid-575

ered potential events, characterized by time, p-value as576

well as direction and magnitude Bp with their associated577

uncertainties. The magnitude-to-uncertainty ratio of an578

event ζ is the ratio between this Bp and its associated579

uncertainty.580

Third, in the post-selection stage, two tests are carried581

out to check if a potential event is consistent with an582

ALP domain-wall crossing. The domain-wall model test583

evaluates if the observed signal amplitudes are consistent584

with the expected pattern of a domain-wall crossing from585

any possible direction. It is quantified by the aforemen-586

tioned p-value. The directional-consistency test is based587

on the angular difference between the estimated domain-588

wall crossing direction and the direction of the velocity589

corresponding to the particular time-shifted data set be-590

ing analyzed. In a real domain-wall crossing event, these591

two directions should be aligned.592

To evaluate the consistency of a potential event with593

a domain-wall crossing, we impose thresholds on the p-594

value and the angular difference normalized with respect595

to the angular spacing of the lattice of velocity points for596

that speed. The thresholds are chosen to guarantee a de-597

tection probability of 97.5% with the minimum possible598

false-positive probability. The false-positive analysis is599

performed on the background data. The true-positive600

analysis is performed on test data consisting of back-601

ground data with randomly inserted domain wall signals602

as we describe below.603

A single signal pattern may appear as multiple po-604

tential events in the analysis, whereas we are seeking605

to characterize a single underlying domain-wall crossing606

event. For example, a signal consistent with a domain-607

wall crossing lasting for multiple sampling periods would608

appear as multiple potential events in a single time-609

shifted data set. Furthermore, even if such a signal lasts610

for only a single sampling period, corresponding potential611

events appear in different time-shifted data sets. Since612

it is assumed that domain-wall crossings occur rarely,613

such clusters of potential events are classified as a sin-614

gle “event.” In order to reduce double-counting of these615

events, conditions are imposed. If potential events pass-616

ing the thresholds occur at the same time in different617

time-shifted data sets or are contiguous in time, the po-618

tential event with the greatest magnitude-to-uncertainty619

ratio is classified as the corresponding single event.620

The true-positive analysis studies the detection prob-621

ability as a function of the thresholds. Multiple test622

data sets are created featuring domain-wall-signal pat-623

terns with random parameters by inserting Lorentzian-624

shaped pulses into the background data of the different625

GNOME magnetometers. The domain-crossing events626

have magnitudes of Bp randomly selected between 0.1 pT627

and 104 pT and durations randomly selected between628

0.01 s and 103 s. The distributions of the these ran-629

domized parameters are chosen to be flat on a logarith-630

mic scale. Additionally, the signals are inserted at ran-631

dom times with random directions. In order to simulate632

calibration error effects, the pulse amplitudes inserted633

in each magnetometer are weighted by a random factor634

whose range is given in Table I. The crossing velocity is635

also randomized within the range covered by the veloc-636

ity lattice. For each inserted domain-wall-crossing event,637

the p-value, the normalized angular difference, and the638

magnitude-to-uncertainty ratio are computed.639

Figure 6a shows the detection probability as a func-640

tion of the threshold on the lower-limit of the p-value641

and the threshold on the upper-limit of the normalized642

angular difference. We restrict the analysis in Fig. 6a643

to events inserted with a magnitude-to-uncertainty ra-644

tio between 5 and 10. This enables reliable determina-645

tion of the true-positive detection probability without646

significant contamination by false positive events since647

the background event probability above ζ = 5 is below648

0.01% in a 10 s sampling interval. Since the detection649

probability increases with the signal magnitude, we fo-650

cus on the events below ζ = 10. The detection proba-651

bility is then the number of detected events divided by652

the number of inserted events. The black line marks the653

numerically evaluated boundary of the area guaranteeing654

at least 97.5% detection. All points along this black line655

will yield the desired detection probability, so the partic-656
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Figure 6. Summary of the true-positive analysis results.
(a) shows the probability of detecting a domain-wall-crossing
event with randomized parameters (as discussed in the text)
as a function of p-value and directional-consistency thresh-
olds. The inserted events have a magnitude-to-uncertainty
ratio between 5 and 10. The black line indicates the com-
bination of parameters corresponding to a 97.5% detection
probability. The white dot indicates the particular thresholds
chosen for the analysis. (b) Shows the mean detection prob-
ability reached for different magnitude-to-uncertainty ratios
for the chosen thresholds.

ular choice is made to minimize the number of candidate657

events when applying the search algorithm to background658

data. These values are 0.001 for the p-value threshold659

and 3.5 for the directional-consistency threshold (repre-660

sented as a white dot in Fig. 6a). Figure 6b shows that661

the detection probability is greater than 97.5% for events662

featuring a magnitude-to-uncertainty ratio above 5 and663

guarantees ǫ ≥ 95%.664

Since the noise has a nonzero probability of mimicking665

the signal pattern expected from an ALP domain-wall666

crossing well enough to pass the p-value and directional667

consistency tests, we perform a false-positive study on668

background data. The analysis algorithm is applied to669

Tb=10.7 years of time-shuffled data in order to establish670

the rate of events expected solely from background. Be-671

cause of the larger amount of background data analyzed,672

lower rates and larger magnitude-to-uncertainty ratios673

are accessible as compared to the search data. Based on674

the false positive study, the probability of finding one or675

more events in the search data above ζ, is [50],676

P (≥ 1 above ζ) = 1 − exp

(

− T

Tb
[1 + nb(ζ)]

)

, (10)

where T = 23 days is the duration of Science Run 2677

and nb(ζ) is the number of candidate events found in the678

background data above ζ. The significance is then de-679

fined as, S = −
√

2 erf−1 [1 − 2(1 − P )], where erf−1 is the680

inverse error function. The significance is given in units681

of the Gaussian standard deviation which corresponds to682

a one-sided probability of P .683

After characterizing the background for Science Run 2,684

the search data are analyzed. The results are represented685

as a solid green line in Fig. 2. For ζ > 6 only a few686

events were found. The event with largest magnitude-687

to-uncertainty ratio, ζmax was measured at 12.6 followed688

by additional events at 6.2 and 5.6. From Eq. (10), the689

significance associated with finding one or more events690

produced by the background featuring at least ζmax is691

lower than one sigma. This null result defines the sensi-692

tivity of the search and is used to set constraints on the693

parameter space describing ALP domain walls.694

The observable rate of domain-wall crossings depends695

on how long GNOME was sensitive to different signal du-696

rations and magnitudes. For the evaluation of this effec-697

tive time, the raw data of each magnetometer are divided698

into continuous segments between one to two hours dura-699

tion depending on the availability of the data. The pre-700

processing steps are applied to each segment. Then the701

data are binned by taking the average in 20 s intervals.702

To estimate the noise in each magnetometer, the stan-703

dard deviation in each binned segment is calculated to704

define the covariance matrix Σs. The domain-wall mag-705

nitude, crossing with the worse case direction m̂, needed706

to produce ζ = 1 is calculated as in Ref. [29],707

B′
p(∆t) =

√

m̂
(

DT
∆tΣ

−1
s D∆t

)−1
m̂, (11)

for each bin. The matrix D∆t contains the sensitivity708

axes of the magnetometers, the factor σp/g, and the ef-709

fects of the preprocessing as a function of the signal dura-710

tion as described in Ref. [29]. Such prepocessing effects711

rely on a Lorentzian-shaped signal and give rise to the712

characteristic shape of Fig. 3. The effective time, T̃ , is713

defined as the amount of time the network can measure714

a domain wall with duration ∆t and magnitude B′
p pro-715

ducing ζ ≥ 1. Monte Carlo simulations analyzing seg-716

ments with inserted domain-wall encounters on raw data717

show a good agreement with the sensitivity estimation in718

Eq. (11).719

Assuming that the domain-wall encounters follow Pois-720

son statistics, a bound on the observable rate of events721

above ζmax with 90% confidence is set as [40],722

R90% =
− log (0.1)

ǫ T̃ (∆t,B′
p)
. (12)

The ALP parameter space is constrained by imposing723

that r ≥ R90%. The experimental constraint on the724
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coupling constant is written as (see Eq. (A.13) in Ap-725

pendix A),726

fint ≤
~

ξ

√

v̄ρDWǫ

8ma log (0.1)
T̃ (∆t,B′

p) (13)

The signal duration can be written in terms of the mass727

of the hypothetical ALP particle and the specific domain-728

wall crossing speed, ∆t = 2
√
2~

v̄mac
. When calculating the729

constraints on fint, we fix the domain-wall crossing speed730

to the typical relative speed from the Standard Halo731

Model, v̄ = 300 km s−1 [31]. In contrast to the sig-732

nal duration, the pseudo-magnetic field signal depends733

on all parameters of the ALPs, the mass and the ra-734

tio between the coupling and symmetry breaking con-735

stants, B′
p = 4mac

2ξ
µBζ . Figure 4 is given by Eq. (13) taking736

ζ = 12.6. The shape of the constrained space is given by737

the fact that T̃ varies depending on the target ma and ξ.738

A detailed derivation of Eq. (13) is given in Appendix A.739
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Appendix A: Relating measured parameters to ALP987

domain-wall parameter space988

Domain walls form when a field can monotonically vary989

across vacuum states; two degenerate vacua or possibly990

the same state if, for example, the field takes values on991

the 1-sphere. This is the case for ALPs which arise from992

the angular part of a complex scalar field [51].993

The following Lagrangian terms are considered in nat-994

ural units (~ = c = 1 here and throughout this appendix)995

for a new complex scalar field φ,4996

L ⊃ |∂µφ|2 −
λ

S2N−4
0

|2N/2φN + SN
0 |2 , (A.1)

where λ is a unitless constant and S0 is a constant with997

units of energy [13].998

4 Other references may use a minus sign in front of the SN
0 term,

which results in a similar potential, up to a phase. The end result
of Eq. (A.1) is that the axion potential will have a maximum at
zero, while the minus-convention will have a vacuum at zero.

The axion field is obtained by reparameterizing the999

complex field φ in Eq. (A.1) in terms of the real field S1000

(Higgs) and a (axion),1001

φ =
S√
2

exp(ia/S0) .

The second term in Eq. (A.1) will break the U(1) sym-1002

metry of the complex field into a discrete ZN symmetry,1003

φ → exp(2πik/N)φ for integer k. This corresponds to1004

the axion shift-symmetry, a → a + 2πS0

N k. The Higgs1005

mode obtains a vacuum expectation value S → S0, and1006

the axion field has degenerate vacua or ground energy1007

states at a = πS0

N (2k + 1) for integer k. One can define1008

the symmetry-breaking scale as fSB = S0/N . Reparame-1009

terizing the complex scalar field in Eq. (A.1) and setting1010

the Higgs mode to the vacuum expectation value, the1011

axion Lagrangian is1012

La =
1

2
(∂µa)2 − 2m2

af
2
SB cos2

(

a

2fSB

)

, (A.2)

where the axion mass is ma = NS0

√
2λ. This can be seen1013

by matching the second-derivative of the cosine term at1014

the minima to a scalar mass term.1015

For simplicity, a static domain wall in the yz-plane1016

separating domains of −πfSB and +πfSB is considered.1017

Solving the classical field equations, one finds1018

a(x) = 2fSB arcsin [tanh(max)] . (A.3)

The gradient of the field is then1019

da

dx
(x) =

2fSBma

cosh(max)
. (A.4)

This has the full width at half maximum,1020

∆x =
2 cosh−1(2)

ma
≈ 2

√
2

ma
. (A.5)

Using the domain-wall solution [Eq. (A.3)] and integrat-1021

ing the energy density of the domain wall over x yields1022

the surface tension (energy per unit area) [13],1023

σDW = 8maf
2
SB . (A.6)

Interactions observable by magnetometers involve cou-1024

pling between the axion field gradient and the axial-1025

vector current of a fermionic field. For a fermion field1026

ψ, the interaction is1027

Lint =
i(φ∂µφ

∗ − ∂µφφ
∗)

S0fint
ψ̄γµγ5ψ1028

S→S0−−−−→ ∂µa

fint
ψ̄γµγ5ψ . (A.7)1029

1030

The axial-vector current is related to the spin S, so that1031

the interaction Hamiltonian becomes1032

Hint =
1

fint
∇a · S

‖S‖ , (A.8)
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i.e., for spin-1/2 particles, 1/‖S‖ = 2.1033

Optical magnetometers operate by measuring the1034

change in atomic energy levels between two energy states1035

with magnetic quantum numbers differing by ∆mF . A1036

leading magnetic field is applied to the atoms, and vari-1037

ations in the magnetic field along the leading field are1038

measured. The spin coupling from Eq. (A.8) can in-1039

duce a similar shift in energy levels to a magnetic field.1040

The maximum energy shift is determined by plugging the1041

largest gradient from Eq. (A.4) into Eq. (A.8),1042

∆E =
∑

i∈e,p,n,. . .

2ησ(i)∆mF

‖S(i)‖
fSB

f
(i)
int

ma , (A.9)

where i labels the species of fermion, σ(i) =
〈S(i)·F (i)〉

F 2
(i)

1043

is the projected spin coupling, η = cos θ for the an-1044

gle between the axion gradient and sensitive axis θ, and1045

f
(i)
int is the interaction coupling to particle i. In general,1046

we will combine the
σ(i)

‖S(i)‖f(i)
int

terms into an effective ra-1047

tio
2σj

fint
, where j now labels the magnetometer. Com-1048

paring this to the energy shift due to a magnetic field,1049

∆EB = gF,jµB∆mFBj , one obtains a relationship for a1050

normalized pseudo-magnetic field,1051

gF,jBj

σjηj
=

4

µB
maξ ≡ Bp , (A.10)

for ξ ≡ fSB

fint
, gF,j being the g-factor for the magnetometer1052

j, and ‖S(i)‖ = 1/2 since we only consider coupling to1053

spin-1/2 particles. Here, the normalization is such that Bp1054

is the same for all magnetometers, though each individual1055

sensor may observe a different pseudo-magnetic field, Bj .1056

There are two factors that must be considered when1057

determining if axion domain walls are observable by the1058

network: the magnitude of the signal Bp and the rate of1059

signals. Domain walls are assumed to exist in a static1060

(or virialized) network across the galaxy through which1061

Earth traverses. For a domain-wall velocity v, the du-1062

ration of a signal is ∆t = ∆x/v. Filters and bandwidth1063

limitations generally reduce the magnitude by a factor1064

dependent on the signal duration, which affects the sen-1065

sitivity of the network (see Appendix in Ref. [29]).1066

Meanwhile, if the domain walls induce a strong enough1067

signal to be observed, but are so infrequent that one is1068

unlikely to be found over the course of a measurement,1069

then the network is effectively insensitive. If the energy1070

density of domain walls across the galaxy is ρDW, then1071

the average rate of domain walls passing through Earth1072

is given by1073

r =
v̄ρDW

σDW
=

v̄ρDW

8maf2SB
, (A.11)

where v̄ is the typical relative speed.1074

The physical parameters describing the ALP domain1075

walls (ma, fSB, and fint) must be related to the parame-1076

ters observable by the network (Bp and ∆t). The energy1077

density ρDW and the typical relative speed v̄ are assumed1078

according to the observed dark matter energy density and1079

the galactic rotation velocity, respectively.1080

In order to determine if a set of physical parameters is1081

observable, the likelihood that no events are found must1082

be constrained. This constraint defines the confidence1083

level of the detection. The probability of observing k1084

events given that one expects to observe µ events is given1085

by the Poisson probability mass function,1086

P (k;µ) =
µk

k!
e−µ .

However, the network also has some detection efficiency1087

ǫ < 1, so there could be multiple domain-wall-crossing1088

events, but no detection. In particular, the chance of1089

missing no events given that there were k events is (1 −1090

ǫ)k. For an event rate r and measurement time T , the1091

probability that no events are detected is then1092

∞
∑

k=0

(1 − ǫ)k
(rT )

k

k!
e−rT = e−ǫrT .

A bound on the event rate RC at confidence level C is1093

then given by demanding the probability of observing at1094

least one event 1 − e−ǫRCT ≥ C, likewise, one would1095

expect to observe event rates1096

r ≥ RC ≡ − log (1 − C)

ǫT
. (A.12)

The physical parameter space of the ALPs is con-1097

strained by demanding that r ≥ RC . Similar arguments1098

for defining constraints can be found, e.g., Ref. [40]. The1099

total time that the network is sensitive to the measur-1100

able parameters, T̃ (∆t,B′
p), may be less than the total1101

measurement time. These parameters are related to the1102

physical parameters via Eq. (A.5) and Eq. (A.10). One1103

finds a sensitivity bound for fint in terms of ma and ξ,1104

fint ≤
1

ξ

√ −v̄ρDWǫ

8ma log (1 − C)
T̃
(

∆t,B′
p

)

(A.13)1105

for ∆t =
2
√

2

v̄ma
and B′

p =
4maξ

µBζ
,1106

1107

where B′
p is the sensitivity of the network and ζ is the1108

magnitude-to-noise ratio induced by a signal with mag-1109

nitude Bp. The main calculation from the network data1110

needed for this sensitivity bound is T̃ . This is calculated1111

by measuring the sensitivity of the network over time1112

for different signal durations ∆t and integrating over the1113

time during which the network is sensitive to Bp = ζB′
p.1114

Finally, if, after analyzing the data, no domain walls are1115

found, Eq. (A.13) defines an exclusion region.1116

Appendix B: Conversion between magnetic field1117

units and proton spin coupling1118

The amplitude of a signal appearing in the magnetic1119

field data from a GNOME magnetometer due to interac-1120

tion of atomic spins with an ALP field a via the linear1121
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coupling described by Eq. (1) varies based on the atomic1122

species. In every GNOME magnetometer, the atomic va-1123

por cell is located within a multi-layer magnetic shield1124

made of mu-metal and, in some cases a ferrite inner-1125

most layer. Interactions of the ALP field with electron1126

spins in the magnetic shielding material can generate a1127

compensating magnetic field that could partially cancel1128

the energy shift due to the interaction of the ALP field1129

with atomic electrons in the vapor cell, as discussed in1130

Ref. [27]. For this reason, GNOME magnetometers are1131

most sensitive to interactions of the ALP field with nu-1132

clear spins.1133

1. Deriving spin-projection1134

All GNOME magnetometers active during Science1135

Run 2 measure spin-dependent interactions of alkali1136

atoms whose nuclei have valence protons. Thus the1137

GNOME is primarily sensitive to spin-dependent interac-1138

tions of ALP fields with proton spins. Consequently, the1139

expected signal amplitude measured by a GNOME mag-1140

netometer due to the pseudo-magnetic field pulse from1141

passage of Earth through an ALP domain wall must1142

be rescaled by the ratio of the proton spin content of1143

the probed ground-state hyperfine level(s) to their gyro-1144

magnetic ratio. Some GNOME magnetometers optically1145

pump and probe a single ground-state hyperfine level,1146

while others rely on the technique of spin-exchange re-1147

laxation free (SERF) magnetometry in which the spin-1148

exchange collision rate is much faster than the Larmor1149

precession frequency [49, 52, 53]. For SERF magnetome-1150

ters a weighted average of the ground-state Zeeman sub-1151

levels over both ground-state hyperfine levels is optically1152

pumped and probed.1153

Table II shows the relevant factors needed to convert1154

the magnetic field signal recorded by GNOME magne-1155

tometers into the expected pseudo-magnetic field due to1156

interaction of an ALP field with the proton spin. Detailed1157

calculations are carried out in Ref. [28]. The relationship1158

of the expectation value for total atomic angular momen-1159

tum 〈F〉 to the nuclear spin 〈I〉 can be estimated based1160

on the Russell-Saunders LS-coupling scheme:1161

〈F〉 = 〈Se〉 + 〈L〉 + 〈I〉 ,1162

=
〈Se · F〉
F (F + 1)

〈F〉 +
〈L · F〉
F (F + 1)

〈F〉 +
〈I · F〉

F (F + 1)
〈F〉 ,
(B.1)

1163

1164

where Se is the electronic spin and L is the orbital an-1165

gular momentum. GNOME magnetometers pump and1166

probe atomic states with L = 0, which simplifies the1167

above equation to:1168

〈F〉 =
〈Se · F〉
F (F + 1)

〈F〉 +
〈I · F〉

F (F + 1)
〈F〉 . (B.2)

For L = 0 the projection of I on F is given by1169

〈I · F〉 =
1

2
[F (F + 1) + I(I + 1) − Se(Se + 1)] . (B.3)

The above relations define the fractional spin polariza-1170

tion of the nucleus relative to the spin polarization of the1171

atom:1172

σN,F ≡ 〈I · F〉
F (F + 1)

. (B.4)

The next step is to relate σN,F to the spin polarization1173

of the valence proton σp,F for a particular F . As dis-1174

cussed in Ref. [28], a reasonable estimate for K, Rb, and1175

Cs nuclei can be obtained from the nuclear shell model1176

by assuming that the nuclear spin I is due to the or-1177

bital motion and intrinsic spin of only the valence nu-1178

cleon and that the spin and orbital angular momenta of1179

all other nucleons sum to zero. This is the assumption of1180

the Schmidt or single-particle model [54]. In the Schmidt1181

model, the nuclear spin I is generated by a combination1182

of the valence nucleon spin (Sp) and the valence nucleon1183

orbital angular momentum ℓ, so that we have1184

σp,F =
〈Sp · I〉
I(I + 1)

σN,F ,1185

=
Sp(Sp + 1) + I(I + 1) − ℓ(ℓ+ 1)

2I(I + 1)
σN,F ,1186

= σpσN,F , (B.5)1187
1188

where it is assumed that the valence nucleon is in a well-1189

defined state of ℓ and Sp, and σp is defined to be the frac-1190

tional proton spin polarization for a given nucleus [28].1191

For comparison between GNOME magnetometers us-1192

ing different atomic species, it is essential to evaluate the1193

uncertainty in the estimate of σp,F based on the Schmidt1194

model. To estimate this uncertainty, we compare calcula-1195

tions of σp,F based on the Schmidt model to the results of1196

the semi-empirical calculations described in Refs. [55, 56]1197

and to the results of detailed nuclear shell-model calcula-1198

tions where available [57–59]. Conservatively, we assign1199

the uncertainty in σp,F to be given by the full range (max-1200

imum to minimum) of the values of σp,F calculated by1201

these various methods. It turns out that in each consid-1202

ered case, the estimate based on the Schmidt model gives1203

the largest value of |σp,F |, causing the theoretical uncer-1204

tainties in estimates of σp,F to be one-sided as shown in1205

Table II. Further details are discussed in Ref. [28].1206

2. SERF magnetometers1207

SERF magnetometers operate in a regime where the1208

Larmor frequency is small compared to the spin-exchange1209

rate, so that the rapid spin-exchange locks together the1210

expectation values of the angular momentum projection1211

〈MF 〉 in both ground-state hyperfine levels of the alkali1212

atom. Because the Landé g-factors gF in the two ground-1213

state hyperfine levels have nearly equal magnitudes but1214

opposite signs, the magnitude of the effective Landé g-1215

factor in a SERF magnetometer, 〈g〉hf, is reduced com-1216

pared to that in optical atomic magnetometers where a1217

single ground-state hyperfine level is probed.1218
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Table II. Fractional proton spin polarization σp,F , Landé g-factors gF , and their ratios for the ground state hyperfine levels
used in GNOME, and the weighted average of these values across both hyperfine levels (〈σp〉hf/〈g〉hf) applicable to SERF
magnetometers in the low-spin-polarization limit. The estimates are based on the single-particle Schmidt model for nuclear
spin [54] and the Russell-Saunders scheme for the atomic states. Uncertainties in the values for σp,F describe the range of
different results from calculations based on the Schmidt model, semi-empirical models [55, 56], and large-scale nuclear shell
model calculations where available [57–59]. The uncertainties in σp,F and 〈σp〉hf are one-sided because alternative methods to
the Schmidt model generally predict smaller absolute values of the proton spin polarization. See Ref. [28] for further details.

Atom (state) σp,F gF σp,F /gF 〈σp〉hf/〈g〉hf

39K (F = 2) −0.15+0.06
−0.00 0.50 −0.30+0.12

−0.00 -0.5+0.2
−0.0

39K (F = 1) −0.25+0.10
−0.00 −0.50 0.50+0.00

−0.19

85Rb (F = 3) −0.12+0.02
−0.00 0.33 −0.36+0.05

−0.00 -0.8+0.1
−0.0

85Rb (F = 2) −0.17+0.02
−0.00 −0.33 0.50+0.00

−0.07

87Rb (F = 2) 0.25+0.00
−0.05 0.50 0.50+0.00

−0.11 0.8+0.0
−0.2

87Rb (F = 1) 0.42+0.00
−0.09 −0.50 −0.83+0.18

−0.00

133Cs (F = 4) −0.10+0.05
−0.00 0.25 −0.39+0.19

−0.00 -1.2+0.6
−0.0

133Cs (F = 3) −0.13+0.06
−0.00 −0.25 0.50+0.00

−0.24

To calculate the effective Landé g-factor averaged over1219

hyperfine levels, 〈g〉hf, for a SERF magnetometer, it is1220

instructive to consider the equation describing the mag-1221

netic torque on an alkali atom,1222

gsµBB× 〈Se〉 ≈
d〈F〉
dt

, (B.6)

where gs ≈ 2 is the electron g-factor and we have ig-1223

nored the contribution of the nuclear magnetic moment.1224

In the SERF regime, where the alkali vapor is in spin-1225

exchange equilibrium, the populations of the Zeeman1226

sublevels correspond to the spin-temperature distribu-1227

tion [60] described by a density matrix in the Zeeman1228

basis given by [61, 62]1229

ρ = Ceβ·F , (B.7)

where C is a normalization constant and β is the spin-1230

temperature vector defined to point in the direction of1231

the spin polarization P with magnitude1232

β = ln

(

1 + P

1 − P

)

. (B.8)

In the low-spin-polarization limit,1233

ρ ≈ C(1 + β · F) . (B.9)

If follows that1234

〈Se〉 = Tr(ρSe) =
1

3
Se(Se + 1)β =

1

4
β , (B.10)

and1235

〈I〉 = Tr(ρI) =
1

3
I(I + 1)β . (B.11)

Substituting the above expressions into Eq. (B.6) yields1236

〈g〉hfµBB× β ≈ dβ

dt
, (B.12)

where1237

〈g〉hf =
3gs

3 + 4I(I + 1)
. (B.13)

Equation (B.13) can be compared to the g-factor for a1238

particular alkali ground-state hyperfine level [63],1239

gF = ± gs
2I + 1

. (B.14)

The effective proton spin polarization 〈σp〉hf for SERF1240

magnetometers can also be derived by considering the1241

relevant torque equation1242

(

1

fint
∇a

)

× 〈Sp〉
‖Sp‖

=
d〈F〉
dt

,1243

(

1

fint
∇a

)

× σp
‖Sp‖

〈I〉 =
d〈F〉
dt

, (B.15)1244

1245

where we have used the fact that GNOME as configured1246

for Science Run 2 is sensitive to the coupling of the ALP1247

field to proton spins. In the low-spin-polarization limit,1248

based on Eqs. (B.10) and (B.11),1249

(

1

fint
∇a

)

× 〈σp〉hf
‖Sp‖

β =
dβ

dt
, (B.16)

where1250

〈σp〉hf = σp
4I(I + 1)

3 + 4I(I + 1)
. (B.17)
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Table II shows the ratio between the effective proton1251

spin polarization averaged over both ground-state hyper-1252

fine levels, 〈σp〉hf, to the effective Landé g-factor, 〈g〉hf,1253

in the low-spin-polarization regime. Note that the mag-1254

nitudes of 〈σp〉hf/〈g〉hf are in general similar or slightly1255

larger than the magnitudes of σp,F /gF for a single hy-1256

perfine level.1257

To determine the actual values of 〈σp〉hf/〈g〉hf for the1258

SERF magnetometers used in GNOME’s Science Run 2,1259

more detailed considerations are required.1260

The values for the ratio of the effective proton spin1261

polarization to the effective Landé g-factors for each1262

GNOME magnetometer active during Science Run 2 are1263

given in Table I.1264

a. Hefei magnetometer1265

The Hefei GNOME station employs a SERF mag-1266

netometer in a closed-loop, single-beam configuration,1267

where the laser light is resonant with the Rb D1 line1268

(pressure-broadened by 600 torr of nitrogen gas to a1269

linewidth of ∼ 10 GHz). The Hefei SERF magnetome-1270

ter operates in the low-spin-polarization mode. The va-1271

por cell contains 39K, 85Rb, and 87Rb atoms in natural1272

abundance, so spin-exchange collisions average over both1273

ground-state hyperfine levels of all three species. Tak-1274

ing into account the relative abundances of the differ-1275

ent atomic species at the cell temperature of ≈ 150◦C1276

(≈ 9% 39K, ≈ 65.5% 85Rb, ≈ 25.5% 87Rb), we find1277

that 〈g〉hf ≈ 0.193, 〈σp〉hf = −0.073+0.010
−0.000, and thus1278

〈σp〉hf/〈g〉hf = −0.38+0.05
−0.00 for the Hefei magnetometer.1279

b. Lewisburg magnetometer1280

The Lewisburg GNOME station employs a SERF mag-1281

netometer in a closed-loop, two-beam configuration. The1282

vapor cell contains only 87Rb atoms. The Lewisburg1283

SERF magnetometer operates with a spin-polarization1284

P ≈ 0.5, outside the low-spin-polarization regime. Dis-1285

cussions of the high-polarization regime are given in1286

Refs. [62, 64]. For a nucleus with I = 3/2, the effective1287

Landé g-factor is given by1288

〈g〉hf = gs
1 + P 2

6 + 2P 2
, (B.18)

and the effective proton spin polarization is given by1289

〈σp〉hf = σp
5 + P 2

6 + 2P 2
. (B.19)

Based on Eqs. (B.18) and (B.19), we find that for the1290

Lewisburg magnetometer 〈σp〉hf/〈g〉hf = 0.70+0.00
−0.15.1291



Figures

Figure 1

(a) Visualization of an ALP domain wall crossing the Earth. The red arrows indicate the position and
sensitive axes of the GNOME magnetometers during Science Run 2 (Sec. I). (b) Simulation of the signals
expected to be observed from a domain-wall crossing. Note: The designations employed and the



presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the
part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its
authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by
the authors.

Figure 2

The blue dashed line represents the number events expected from the background in the twenty-three
days of data from Science Run 2. 10.7 years of time-shuffled data are used to evaluate the background.
The solid green line represents the number of events measured in Science Run 2. The red crosses indicate
at which magnitude-to-uncertainty ratio new events are found. The upper axis indicates the statistical
significance in units of Gaussian standard deviations of finding one event in the search data. The event
with greatest magnitude-to-uncertainty ratio is found at 12.6.



Figure 3

Amount of time T˜ that the GNOME is sensitive to domain walls with a given duration ∆t and normalized
pseudo-magnetic field magnitude sensitivity B'p throughout Science Run 2, the magnitude of an event
needed to induce a signal with a magnitude-to-uncertainty ratio of one [see Eq. (11)]. Only the worst-case
direction is considered. The plot assumes the parameters of the analysis: 20 s averaging time, 1.67 mHz
first-order zero-phase Butterworth filter, and 50 Hz and 60 Hz zero-phase notch filters with a Q-factor of
60.



Figure 4

Parameter space of the ALP constrained by the presented analysis of Science Run 2 with 90% confidence
level (see Sec. II). The relationship between ALP theory parameters and measured quantities are
discussed in Sec. III and Appendix A.(a) In color, upper bound on the the interaction scale, �nt, to which
the GNOME was sensitive as a function of ma and the ratio ξ  fSB/�nt. (b) Cross-sections of the
excluded parameter volume in (a) for different ratios ξ represented by the corresponding dashed lines of
the matching color in (a).

Figure 5

Summary of the GNOME performance during the four Science Runs from 2017 to 2020. The raw
magnetometer data are averaged for 20 s and their standard deviation is calculated over a minimum of
one and a maximum of two hours segments depending on the availability of continuous data segments.
For each binned point, the combined network noise considering the worse case domain-wall crossing
direction is evaluated as defined in Ref. [29]. (a) One-day rolling average of the number of active sensors.



(b) Multi-colored solid line represents the one-day rolling average of the combined network noise and the
multi-colored dashes show the noise of the individual sampled segments. The data are preprocessed with
the same filters used for the analysis. The number of magnetometers active is indicated by the color of
the line and dashes.

Figure 6

Summary of the true-positive analysis results.(a) shows the probability of detecting a domain-wall-
crossing event with randomized parameters (as discussed in the text) as a function of p-value and
directional-consistency thresholds. The inserted events have a magnitude-to-uncertainty ratio between 5



and 10. The black line indicates the com-bination of parameters corresponding to a 97.5% detection
probability. The white dot indicates the particular thresholds chosen for the analysis. (b) Shows the mean
detection probability reached for different magnitude-to-uncertainty ratios for the chosen thresholds.


